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database management tools. use tina's database management tools to organize and store your spice
models or any other data files. you can use tina's wizards to create or update database schematics and

include your data into the database. you can use tina's external editor to create new components. clicking
a component brings up the editor in the "design module" so you can edit any details of the component.

you can add annotations and insert your own text, graphics or equations. you can also create, modify and
delete new components. the software offers a broad array of technologies to analyze a wide range of

electronic circuits. tina design suite includes powerful visualization tools to display any parameter of your
circuit including transient and steady state response, impulse response, phase response, and other

important aspects of your circuit’s performance. using the unique interactive features of tina, you can set
breakpoints in your circuit and examine the behavior of your component in real time. tina design suite also

includes a powerful set of tools to simulate, analyze, and design microcontrollers. for engineering and
design teams, tina’s application-level simulation tool set supports mixed-signal, analog, digital, and mcu
designs. tina design suite is the most sophisticated software solution on the market, offering the most
comprehensive suite of tools for analog and digital analysis and simulation of mixed signal circuits and
devices. using analog and digital analysis, the software is capable of simulating and analyzing even the
most complex and challenging circuits. the software can simulate and analyze analog circuits, mixed-

signal circuits, digital circuits, analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion circuits, radio frequency
(rf) circuits, and analog communication circuits.
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if you cant order your
printed boards, you can

also download them from
the internet. this will

allow you to share your
files with your fellow

designers. if you want to
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save space, you can
download your circuit

board files to a compact
disc and then distribute
them to those you wish

to share your files with. i
love the new features in

tina versions 4 and 5.
tina versions 5 and 6 are
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much more user friendly
and are really easy to
learn. it also has many
new powerful features

that i never knew existed
before! i use tina as my

primary capture and
analysis tool. i would

recommend it to anybody
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who wants to get an idea
of the circuit's

performance. i have it
linked to ms excel so that

my figures and
calculations can be easily

plotted in excel. i have
used the tina suite for
most of my work on
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circuits since 2001. since
i have a phd in electrical
engineering and i teach
circuits, i find the circuit

analysis tools in tina
useful. i have used tina

for all of my circuit
design work and it has

provided a solid
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foundation for many of
my design projects. i use
tina for my circuit design
work. i have used tina for
the last few years to help

me to work on my phd
project and to complete

my exams. tina is a
program that i use for my
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electrical design and
analysis. i found that tina
was a great tool when i
was doing my phd work.

it is a good tool for
students to use to

complete their electrical
design projects. i have

been using tina for more
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than ten years. i use it
for my phd thesis work

and i use it to build
circuits for my own
projects. i am also a

lecturer in the electrical
engineering department
and tina is my primary

design tool. 5ec8ef588b
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